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ABSTRACT

The possibility of relativistic self-trapping of an electro-

magnetic wave in magnetized plasma is studied. It Is shown that in

the case of propagation of fait wave packet of electromagnetic wave

in plasma, self-trapping ia possible due to the effect of

relativistic non-linearity, which is effective even for small

amplitudes of the punplng wave.
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Recently, interest in studying the nutual interaction between

strong electromagnetic waves and plasma has grown due to the practical

applications of such interaction in, for example, thermonuclear fusion,

high-frequency (HF) plasma heating, and also for a better explanation

of the effects which take place in the space plasma.

As is well known, the recent achievements in laser and ultra

high-frequency (UHF) techniques give the possibility of producing strong

fields, under the effect of which the plasma electron can gain a

relativistic velocity (1| (for example for CO- laser 1016 W/Cm2, and
18 2

for Nd laser 10 W/Cm ). That is the reason why in describing the

behaviour of plasma In such strong fields, it i* necessary to take into

account the dependence of the electron Mass on the HF amplitude of the

pumping wave [2]. As was shown in (3), the relativistic effects can

play an important role in considering the non-linear dynamics of plasma

even in the case of not such large anplitude of the pumping wave. The

last case can take place when a wave packet, of large group velocity or

short in time pulse, propagates in plasma, i.e. when the ions, for their

large inertia, cannot succeed to "follow" the HF packet. That Is to say.

the ponderoentive effects, connected with the force of the radiation

pressure of the HF wave packet, cannot develop in general. That is the

explanation of a possible existence of a fast coapressional soliton in

plasma as was Mentioned in |4].

In the present work we consider the possibility of relativistic

self-trapping of an electromagnetic wave in magnetized plasma. The

interest in such a problem arises from the fact that the majority of

plasma objects, laboratory as well as cosmic, exist in magnetic fields

and even in laser plasma i»s was shown in many experimental and theoretical

works) the magnetic fields are generated and in some cases reach a value

of megagauses [S|.

Let us now represent the intensity of the electric field of trans-

verse electromagnetic wave in the fora

r̂ t +
r.t) e + c.c. (1)

where

and

(*!„ and k_ are the frequency and wave vectors, respectively.

k Q >> L

Q

£(r,t) is the slowly-varying amplitude of the wave (u>Q >> T
where T and L are the characteristic tine and space scales

of the slowly varying quantities, respectively.) In addition, let us

consider that the magnetic field is directed along the direction of

propagation of HF wave, i.e. along the z-axis, the frequency (w_) is

much greater than the electron cyclotron frequency (fl ) > and the wave

is circularly polarized, i.e.
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where and are the unit vectors.

Following the standard method, we can write an equation which

describes the dynamics of non-linear HF wave in the fallowing manner:

3£ +
at 2(*0

n0 J
(2)

In Eq.(2), the itriction non-linearity connected with the

perturbation of plasma density (4 ) under the effect of the ponderomotive

force, as well as the rcKtivlstic non-linearity connected with the

dependence of electron mass on the amplitude of HF wave (the first tern

in brackets) has simultaneously been taken into account. Also in (2)

we introduce (n_) to indicate the equilibrium plasma density,

2 2 1/2
v * CV,c '"Vi' t c '"dilate the group velocity, where u - (tun e In )
is the Langmuir frequency and E. • (mut^c/e),

Since u~ >> fl , the effect of magnetic field on HF motion, in

Eq.(2), has been neglected and consequently

U + k'c'

Also, due to the fact that we are considering a circularly

polarized wave, the energy of the electrons in a HF wave does not

depend on the "fast" tine and the generation of higher harmonic

does not take place. If we were considering a linearly polarized

wave, then it would be necessary to account for the effect of the

second harmonic generation, i.e. it would be necessary to write

k e I 4

instead of the above-mentioned Eu

The equation for plasma density perturbations can be written

as |6|:

fin

"f

6n

a,2 J
where CTe/m.)

1/2

(3)

is the ion-sound velocity and U • (eB0/m.c) i

tine cyclotron ion frequency. In obtaining this equation it was supposed

H u t the plasma perturbation is quasineutral and due to the free motion
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iim. : ui-'c -"Jit

of electron along the direction of magnetic field it was accepl»d that

the electrons have a Boltimann distribution in the field of effective

potential, consisting of ampipolar potential and the ponderomotive

potential.

Considering that fr >> T (exactly T ^ >> ^- , where L((

and L, are the characteristic length of the nonhoaogenelty of slowly

varying quantity along and perpendicular to the magnetic field direction,

respectively) to obtain "magnetized" equation of the second type:

We must mention here that Eq,<4) could also be obtained from (3)

in the case of strong magnetic field, providing that the electrons are

unnagnetUed and the ions arc magnetized. The necessary condition in this

2 a2 2
case is n >> ^ , eft .

1 at* s

It is convenient to introduce into Eqs.(2) and (4) new variables:

(, • i - v t and t' - t where v jr > |p- , Then from Eq.(4), it is easy

to find

(5)

Substituting (5) into (2), introducing the dimensionless variables

- (w /2uo)t, •?! - r^(u.e/c). and € - -("
l/2(E/Ek), where

and assuming that t * 0i it is easy to obtain the non-linear Schrodinger

equation:

ii
at

Now supposing that

then we have

c - A f(p) e»p(i A2 i) \

p - A r; /

1 3 fn If 1 . , ,13" {" 3^ J ff

(6)

(7)

(8)

As is well known |7J, this equation has a localized solution which

has an amplitude and characteristic width approximately equal to unity.



The condition 0 is possible in two cases:

i) when v ' c ; the case in which the relativistic effect

can he neglected, and accordingly the principle contribution

in the dynamic process is taken by the striction non-linearity.

ii) When vg > ^ c2 , (Te/mec
2 << 1); the case in which the

principle contribution is due to the relativistic effect,

and, as is clear from Eq.(5), the plasma density jump (6n/0)

takes place in the region of the field localization.

Thus we can conclude that In the case of the propagation of a

fast wave packet of «n electromagnetic wave in plasma, the self-trapping

of the wave packet is possible due to the effect of relativistic non-

linearity and the formed wave in this case Is a compressional trapping,

i.e. the plasma density is Increased in the region of the field

loca L ization.

Finally, the characteristic width is given by

-1

> (9)

where K is restricted to the following condition

max (10)

This condition means that the relativistic non-linearity is effective

even fur small amplitudes of the pumping wave. In other words, the

relativistic non-linearity is connected with the large values of the

group velocity of the wave packet, as was mentioned before (the condition

„ Jt — c means that the frequency ("-) of HF wave should satisfy the
g mi ° 2 2

the condition of transparent plasma, i.e. — >> — ).

Also it is important to mention that the trapping in plasma will be

destroyed due to the filamentation instability of the characteristic

"• I El 2
growth rate -v, —x *—*- , However, this process can be slowed down in

the case of nulti-trapping, which will support each other.
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